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Thumb duplications are radial clefts
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Handplate formation

• The thumb is the last to form

• 4-2-5-3-1
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The thumb: 
molecular 
development

• The thumb is the last to form: 4, 2, 5, 3 and 1

• higher risk of developmental disruption

• OMIM: >229 entries or syndromes with thumb anomalies
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Abstract

Background The thumb, or digit 1, is not a typical digit.

In addition to its unusual mobility and function, its for-

mation is also unusual. It is the last digit to form and the

most commonly targeted when limb development is dis-

rupted. The thumb domain is defined by the overlapping

expression of HOXA13, TBX5, GLI3R, and HOXD13 and,

importantly, by an absence of other distal HOXD tran-

scription factors. This brief review, combining

developmental biology and clinical genetics, discusses the

current understanding of how the thumb domain is

established.

Introduction

The basic layout of the upper limb and hand is largely

conserved across tetrapods with preservation of the radial

to ulnar metacarpal/phalangeal pattern (2,3,3,3,3) from

reptiles to primates. The two-phalangeal thumb is a dis-

tinctive structural feature. Its shape, position, and structure

can be used to distinguish species, whether a hand is right

or left, and even whether a hand is from a male or female.

Although the thumb has features common to all digits, its

differences are striking, species-specific, and demonstrate

independence in its developmental programming. The

description here combines clinical genetics and develop-

mental biology from animal models. Although animal

models are inadequate to fully characterize the human

condition, they do provide insight into the processes and

initial pathways involved.

The First Is Last

The autopod or handplate is the last segment of the upper

limb to differentiate. In humans, toward the end of the fifth

week of development, the distal end of the limb bud begins

to remodel, expanding and flattening to form the autopod

or handplate [21]. The thumb isalso the last of thedigits on

thehand to form [9]. This terminal position in development

appears to place the thumb at great risk of developmental

disruption; over 1100 syndromes in the Online Mendelian

Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database have hypoplastic

thumbs as a syndromic feature (search done on November

1, 2012). However, this sensitivity to disruption may also

reflect a capacity for rapid morpohologic modification, ie,

punctuated equilibrium, and account for the marked dif-

ferences in species-related thumb function [7]. The number

of digits formed is also related to limb bud width [16].

Thus, disruptions that nonspecifically decrease limb mass

or width may preferentially target the thumb. This has been

experimentally demonstrated in reptiles using cytosine-

arabinofuranoside, a cytotoxic chemotherapy drug that

targets proliferating cells [22, 23]. In these animals with

reduction of limb volume, the thumb was the first digit to

be lost.
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Thumb duplication (radial polydactylie)
• Unilateral, sporadic, isolated
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Wassel’s classification(s)
for thumb duplications
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• Radiologic study

• Seven types

• Simple but…

• …Inexact



Thumb duplication

• Triphalangeal thumb
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Unusual thumb duplication: triphalangism

Thumb duplication or preaxial polydactyly ?



Preaxial polydactyly

• Five-fingered hand: non opposable thumb, 
distal epiphysis
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Radio-ulnar differentiation
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• Signaling center : ZPA
• On the posterior (ulnar) part of the limb bud

• Morphogene: Sonic hedgehog
• SHH loss of function: ulnar club hand

• Gli3 is the transcription factor of the Shh
pathway

• Gradient of Gli3 activated (GLI3A) from ulnar to 
radial

• Gli3R/Gli3A ratio determines digit number and 
identity

• Gli3 mutations cause pre and post axial polydactyly, Pallister-Hall syndrome 
and Greig cephalopolysyndactyly

Fig. 1 Defining the thumb. The thumb domain is defined by the

overlapping expression of HOXA13, TBX5, GLI3R, and HOXD13

and, importantly, an absence of other HOXD transcription factors.

Before handplate formation (Carnegie Stg 15), TBX5 is expressed

throughout the limb bud; however, as the handplate forms (Carnegie

Stg 16), TBX5 expression extends into the presumptive thumb

domain (boundary highlighted by yellow dashed lines), HOXA13 is

induced, and a region adjacent to the presumptive thumb (PT), the

foyer préaxiale primaire (fpp), undergoes programmed cell death

(PCD). Processing of GLI3 by SHH sets up an AP gradient of GLI3

repressor (GLI3R) to GLI3 activator, respectively. SHH also regulates

the patterning of the distal HOXD transcription factors (HOXD11–

13) (Carnegie Stg 18) that physically interact with GLI3 to refinedigit

identity (the SHH-dependent boundary is highlighted by a purple

dashed line). HOXD 10–12 have overlapping expression domains in

presumptive digits 2 to 5 but are restricted from the thumb domain. In

contrast, HOXD13 is expressed in all of the digit domains including

the presumptive thumb. Note the corresponding embryonic days

(e 11–13) of the mouse limb from whence these data have been

derived.

Fig. 2A–B The influence of GLI3 on digit formation. This figure

illustrates the range of GLI3 influence in the two most common

models used in limb development, chick and mouse. In the chicken

deletion mutant Oligozeugodactyly (ozd) (A), the limb-specific

enhancer of SHH has been deleted. Without SHH, GLI3R function

is unopposed and inhibits the formation of the ulna and digits. In

contrast, in the GLI3 knockout mouse (B) that lacks GLI3 function,

excessive digits are formed (note eight digits) and these digits lack

specific AP (radioulnar) identity, most conspicuously the absence of

the two phalangeal thumb identity. (Images courtesy of John F.

Fallon, PhD, University of Wisconsin, and Maria A. Ros, MD, PhD,

Instituto de Biomedicina y Biotechnologia de Cantabria; (A) adapted

with permission from Ros et al. [25].).
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Misexpression of the Shh gene
Disorders in the ZRS
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Polysyndactyly HAAS type
Duplication of the ZRS

Chromosome 7: hedgehog gene on 7q36

Mutations in: 
-Human
-Mouse
-Cat
-Chicken



Two distinct entities

• Thumb duplication
• Frequent

• Unilateral

• No family history

• No mutation identified

• No organ involvemen

• Triphalangism

• Preaxial polydactyly
• Rare

• Bilateral

• Family history

• Mutations identified on ZRS

• Cardiac anomalies

• Triphalangism

• Delta phalanx

• Great toe duplication
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Rotterdam classification(s)
for preaxial polydactyly
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• More ambitious

• Complex

• Forgot five-fingered hands



Preaxial polydactyly
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• Geneticists: four types of preaxial polydactyly:

I. Thumb polydactyly (6 types for Flatt)

II. Triphalangeal thumb

• Opposable

• Normal proximal epiphysis

III. Five-fingered hand

• Non opposable

• Epiphysis is at the metacarpal head

IV. Polysyndactyly

• Sporadic thumb duplication = 90%

• Familial preaxial polydactyly = 10 %

Thumb duplications
sporadic

Complex preaxial polydactylies



Median cleft Hypothesis: 

• Critical zone
• Disruption of the central AER?

• DLX5 and DLX6 products are critical for 
maintenance of the proliferation of the central 
AER (Robledo, 2002)

Duijf PH, van Bokhoven H, Brunner HG. Pathogenesis of split-
hand/split-foot malformation. Hum Mol Genet 2003: 12: R51–R60

T. Ogino
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Review Article

Insights into the pathogenesis and
treatment of spl it hand foot
malformation (cleft hand)

Stéphane Guero1 and Mur iel Holder -Espinasse2

Abstract

Cleft hand or split hand foot malformation is a sequence of phenotypes, from a minor shortening of the

central digit to a complete absence of the third ray and in the most severe cases, absence of two, three or four

rays. It is a rare but spectacular presentation usually involving both hands and feet. Inheritance is mostly

autosomal dominant but sporadic cases without family history are also reported, resulting from a de

novo mutation/deletion/duplication. Intra-familial clinical variabil ity is the rule, with incomplete penetrance.

X-linked or autosomal recessive inheritance has also been described. To date, seven subgroups of split hand

foot malformation have been identified and seven loci are currently known. Anatomical records have

enhanced our knowledge of this group of disorders of the hands and feet and allowed us to improve surgical

procedures and long-term outcome.
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Introduction

Cleft hand is a sequence of central longitudinal defi-

ciencies, ranging from a minor shortening of the third

finger to a complete absence of the third ray. Severe

cases can exhibit a bi- or monodactylous hand. The

condition was first described by Isidore Geoffroy

Saint-Hilaire (1832, cited in Maisels, 1970) who gave

the name ectrodactyly, which is stil l used today. Many

authors have described this malformation using ter-

minology, such as ‘claw hand’, ‘lobster hand’ or even

‘lobster-claw hand’ (Maisels, 1970); these may be

descriptive terms but are insulting to the children

and should not be used any more. The term ‘cleft

hand’ has been commonly used, but in order to

avoid confusion with symbrachydactyly, Barsky

(1964) added the adjective ‘typical’ to the former.

‘Typical cleft hand’ has thus been the preferred

nomenclature for decades by hand surgeons,

whereas scientists and geneticists have preferred

the acronym SHFM for split hand or foot malforma-

tion. This latter is now the rule, especially since sev-

eral sub-groups of SHFM have been identified.

The usual presentation of split hand is a bilateral

deep, central cleft of the hands, but often with

asymmetrical malformations. Adjacent fingers are

usually abnormal, broad, deviated or rotated toward

the cleft. Split hand cannot be summarized as a

simple cleft, as additional embryological disorders,

such as syndactyly, camptodactyly, clinodactyly with

or without delta phalanges, can be encountered

(Wood and Flatt, 1977). Fusion and duplication of

rays and some transverse bones, so-called ‘cross

bones’, are also very specific to SHFM (Wood, 2004).

Feet are also often involved, without any correlation

with the hand presentation.

The incidence has been reported by Adrian Flatt

(1994) as 3.9% in his series of congenital hand

anomalies (Flatt, 1994). However, the reported inci-

dence varies greatly since confusion with symbrachy-

dactyly remains. In the most recent publications, the

incidence of SHFM varies from 1/8500 to 1/90,000
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Thumb duplication: hypothesis
• Radial cleft

• Radial AER disruption

• The thumb is the last to form
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AER disruption

• Central= cleft or central polydactyly

• Radial = thumb duplication

• Global = transverse arrest…

• …+ thumb duplication 
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Conclusions

• True duplications are similar to central polydactylies

• Radial AER failure ?

• Classifications on radial polydactyly are uncomplete

• Triphangeal thumb are frequent

• Bilateral, syndromic form are rare and are radio-ulnar axis failures

• Helpful for parental information

• It’s a split thumb

• None of the thumbs is normal 
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